Access law enforcement's
largest facial identification
database

Making the World
a Safer Place

Clearview AI’s mission is to deliver the most effective identity solution in the
world in support of law enforcement and national governments. By advancing
their mission to identify suspected offenders and their victims, we help keep
communities safe, and commerce secure.

What is Clearview AI?
Clearview AI is a cutting-edge investigative tool used by law enforcement and government agencies to help rapidly
identify suspects, persons of interest, and victims of crimes. Clearview AI has helped these agencies successfully
investigate hundreds of wanted persons including child pornographers, thieves, terrorists, and sex traffickers. It
has also been used to help identify and aid victims of human trafficking, child sex abuse, and identity fraud.
What makes Clearview AI unique?
Clearview AI helps agencies generate quality investigative leads by searching against public web
sources, including news media, mugshot websites, social media sites, and many other public websites.
Introducing Clearview AI Galleries:
With galleries, agencies can import their own private, customized facial datasets such as mugshot repositories,
customized watchlists, or any other facial database to have a comprehensive, unified platform for identity
management.

Reduce Crime Rates
Clearview AI helps agencies solve
cases more efficiently. Rapid
identifications lead to early
apprehensions and lower crime
rates, helping protect communities
and ensure increased public safety.

Increase Officer Safety
Clearview AI helps agencies
increase situational awareness and
uncover actionable intelligence with
powerful tools including the ability
to generate alerts, validate victim
and suspect identities in the field.

Increase Productivity
Our innovative, user-friendly and
cost-effective technology helps
law
enforcement
agencies
address manpower and resource
deficiencies by uncovering high
quality investigative leads in
seconds.

How does Clearview AI's facial search technology work?
Upload an image to our desktop or mobile application.
Clearview AI searches against images indexed from public
web sources and custom user-defined facial databases.
Clearview AI returns facial image results with a source
URL for public images and facial images with associated
metadata from custom databases.
All results are then carefully reviewed by the end user to
advance their investigation.

Clearview AI Use Cases
Violent Crimes
From armed robberies, to
homicide, to property crimes,
Clearview AI can provide leads
on suspects more quickly, more
discreetly, and more accurately
than eyewitnesses or appeals to
the public.

Sex Crimes & Human Trafficking
Investigators use Clearview AI to
identify victims of human
trafficking and exploitation and
their offenders in seconds,
helping better protect the most
vulnerable around us.

Fraud & Identity Theft
Investigators use Clearview AI
every day to confront and deter
financial crimes. Millions of
dollars of fraudulent activity have
been successfully investigated
using Clearview AI.

And More...

Features and Specifications
Clearview AI's revolutionary technology includes:
State-of-the-art machine learning search engine accessed over an encrypted HTTPS connection
Unified, easy-to-use interface
Automatic face detection with search results returned in seconds
Multi-gallery search capabilities
Secure end-to-end encryption using the latest TLS specifications
User data is fully encrypted and stored in a secure datacenter
A comprehensive platform with administrative oversight, dashboards and reporting tools
Online and in-person training modules covering facial recognition technology, best practices, applications in
law enforcement, and policy implementation.
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